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FORMING THE SET OF RECOGNITION UNITS FOR THE SPEECH
RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR THE AZERBAIJANI LANGUAGE
A.ABBASOV †, A.FATULLAYEV ‡, §
Abstract. Any algorithm for speech recognition always has a procedure for comparison of
an input signal with the etalons available in memory, for definition of its belongings to an
appropriate class. In this paper the definition of the set of etalons for the 1st version of the
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system for the Azerbaijani language is described.
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1. Introduction
Despite the automatic recognition of the human speech by machine has been a part of scientific
fiction for many years, after the creation ] of the computers this ”fiction” ceased to be fiction.
From the first researches in 1950s [12], reliable solution to the problem of the recognition of
human speech by computer became a goal of many researchers in the field of the development
of information technologies.
Speech recognition and speech synthesis technologies have particular importance among intellectual linguistic technologies. Ideally the computer should ”comprehend” user’s natural speech
and produce information according to user’s expectation accurately. For the solution of this
most complicated problem, at first it is necessary to solve more ”simple” problem: transform
the speech to text by using the computer. ”Simplicity” of this problem is that, in this case
computer’s comprehension of the speech is not required. On the other hand, of course, most
people can speak several times faster than they can type from the keyboard, because speech is
a much more natural form of communication than a computer keyboard and consequently in
modern computer systems more and more attention is given to the construction of the interface
of natural input-output of the information. The most perspective systems for today are the
systems of speech input and it is not casual that the majority of the “speech interface” programs, produced nowadays, are focused on speech input. In the first stage, the basic goal of
the researches which are carried out on the development of speech recognition system for the
Azerbaijani language is also to develop the computer system for transforming the Azerbaijani
speech to text.
Speech recognition systems follows the standard; three-stage pattern classification paradigm
is illustrated in Figure 1 graphically [15].
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Figure 1.
The goal of any speech recognition system is to define the word which is presented by the
speech signal.
In this paper, one of the important parts of the researches carried out on the direction of
the development of such system – the forming of the set of recognition units (more exactly
allophones of phonemes) as a set of etalons for the speech recognition system for the Azerbaijani
language is described.
2. Background
Although many scientific works on different aspects of computer linguistics for the Azerbaijani
language have been carried out since 70th years of previous century, the majorities of these
scientific works have theoretical character and have not led to the development of practical
computer systems for the demand of any problems of Azerbaijani-speaking computer users. It is
possible to specify only on two - the spell checker program*1 (www.tqdk.gov.az) and the machine
translation system (Dilmanc MT System*2*, www.dilmanc.az) [1].
In Dilmanc MT system for the first time (for the Azerbaijani language) it is possible to voice
the text after its translation into English and thereby, technologies of machine translation and
text-to-speech (in English) have been attached together within the same program module.
We must note that the development of the machine translation system for the Azerbaijani
language is very important from the point of creating of the national linguistic technologies.
Because the majority of the scientific results is received in the frame of this project for formal
analysis of the Azerbaijani language (formal grammar, grammatical and semantic formalisms,
morphological ant syntactical analyzers, etc.) and algorithms developed on the basis of these results can be used while creating other intellectual technologies as Natural Language Processing,
Speech Signal Processing, Text-To-Speech Systems, Human-Computer Dialogues, Speech Production and Speech Perception, Speech Recognition and Understanding, Speaker Identification,
etc.
As we touch upon the problem of speech technologies for the Azerbaijani language, there
are much more modest results in this and related fields including Speech Signal Processing,
Text-To-Speech Systems, Human-Computer Dialogues, Speech Production and Speech Perception, Speech Recognition and Understanding, Speaker Identification, etc. On the recognition of
separate words of the Azerbaijani language some theoretical researches are known [5], [6], but
researches on the development of other speech technologies mentioned above were not carried
out at all.
1

* Researches has been carried out in the frame of the project NICTS-1

2** Development of the Azerbaijani-English MT system has been carried out within the joint project of The
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3. Recognition units and the Azerbaijani language
As mentioned above , over the recognition of the Azerbaijani speech some researches are
carried out on the basis of artificial neural networks [5], [6]. In these researches, possibility of
the recognition of separate words and word-forms (word-form consists of the root of word and
the suffix chain) is investigated.
As the Azerbaijani one is agglutinative language, this approach can be useful at a very small
volume of the dictionary of recognized words. The matter is that, there are a lot of suffixes and
suffix chains and it is possible to generate tens, sometimes hundreds and thousands of word-forms
from one root of a word in the Azerbaijani language [19, p. 84]. Therefore, while developing the
practical systems on the bases of speech processing, for example, the development of the speech
recognition system it is required to recognize the smaller units (a syllable, a phoneme, etc.) of
speech rather than the word forms [22]. But the recognition of such smaller units is fraught with
large difficulties.
Modern systems of speech recognition are mainly developed on the basis of artificial Neural
Networks and/or on the HMM (Hidden Markov Model). In any case, speech recognition algorithm always has a procedure for the comparison of an input signal with patterns available in
memory, for the definition of its belongings to an appropriate class. Therefore, in order to carry
out the recognition process, it is necessary, at first; to form the set consisted of the patterns of
recognition – recognition units.
A speech recognizer has to separate parameterized speech into series of symbols, rarely words
or word components. Traditionally, recognition has been carried out on whole words [8],[16],[18]
[22], syllables [13],[17],[20],[23] and phoneme-like units [4],[10],[11].
But as mentioned above, the Azerbaijani language is an agglutinative one and it is very
difficult to develop word-by-word speech recognition system for this language. Using only active
word-forms (all word-forms used in the modern Azerbaijani language, we call active word-forms)
in recognition system is not an avail approach too, because not only all word-forms, but also
active word-forms of the Azerbaijani language compose a very large set. The large text corpus
(consisting of more than 12 million word-forms) comprised of different electronic texts taken
from Internet and other electronic sources has been used for this purpose. For guaranteeing
the “repsezentativeness” of the received results, texts on different themes (from mass-media,
religious, philosophical, economical, political, etc.) were included in this text corpus [3].
On the result of the researchers carried out on the definition of active word-forms of the
modern Azerbaijani language, it is possible to say that, there are more than 100 thousand active
word and word-forms in the Azerbaijani language (It should be noted that, this text corpus have
been used while developing the Azerbaijani-English machine translation system and can be used
for the detection of the different linguistic rules of the Azerbaijani language [2], [3]).
Frequency of all word-forms in this corpus was defined with the aim of especial computer program developed for the processing of this corpus. After forming the database consisting of these
word-forms, the database is processed visually and numbers, human names, non-Azerbaijani
word-forms are excluded from this database. Thus, after carrying out the cleaning process we
get that the number of remaining word-forms is about 100 thousand.
Because of the large volume of this corpus we can surely note that the words in this corpus
form the set of active words of the Azerbaijani language. While developing the speech recognition
system, it does not seem “attractive” to form the set of recognition units from such volume of
the word-forms.
From the first side, taking the syllables as recognition units may seem much better. Because,
the number of the syllables is many times fewer than the number of word-forms. On our
computing, the number of the different syllables which the active word-forms are consisted of
is about 5000. On the other hand, it is important to note that, it is not possible to separate
input speech signal into the traditional syllables in all cases. Consequently, besides traditional
syllables we will get non-empty set of the “machine syllables” as the result of technological
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imperfection. That is if we cut the input speech signal into such parts (into the machine
syllables) we will get more than 5000 recognition patterns. So, the great number of the syllables
decreases the attractiveness of the approach for the development of the speaker independent
speech recognition systems on the syllables.
While developing the speech recognition system it is possible to choose the phoneme-oriented
approach based on the eliminating of the phonemes from the speech. In the next paragraph,
a phoneme-oriented approach for the development of the speech recognition system for the
Azerbaijani language is described.
4. Phoneme as a recognition unit
Taking into account all above mentioned complicating factors, we can consider that as the
recognition units for the recognition system, it is the better to choose the phonemes set of the
natural language. Though the difficulties are the same the number of patterns in this case is
minimal.
In this work, phonemes are proposed as recognition units for use in the recognition process.
A phoneme is the smallest unit of the sound system of a language. If two sounds have the
same phoneme, they are treated equally. In human language, a phoneme is the smallest unit of
speech that distinguishes meaning.
Because a phoneme is defined as the smallest unit of speech that distinguishes one word
or word element from another, any language can be completely defined by a set of phonemes
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoneme). Identical phoneme pronounced in different contexts
has slightly different sounds, so a phoneme may have variants, called allophones. A phoneme
is a sound that has a definite shape as a sound wave, while a phoneme is a basic group of
sounds that can distinguish words (i.e. changing one phoneme in a word can produce another
word); speakers of a particular language perceive a phoneme as a single distinctive sound in that
language.
For the development of the speech recognition system, at first, it is necessary to define the set
of phonemes which will be used as the recognition patterns. Therefore, the set of floor amount
words which envelops all phonemes of the Azerbaijani language must be defined. Of course,
when we talk about the set of phonemes we consider that we must include enough number of
allophones to this set for the correct recognition of the speech.
The goal of this article is to define the set of allophones for the development of the acoustic
model for the Azerbaijani speech recognition system.
The Azerbaijani alphabetTable 1

Table 1 For the definition of the set of allophones, all pairwise combinations of the letters of
the Azerbaijani alphabet are constructed (Table 2).
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Pairwise combinations of the letters Table 2

It should be noted that, in order to identify the allophones more exactly the letter combinations must be used in threes (triphones) but not pairwise, then the allophone of the middle
letter of each triphone must be taken as a pattern. But in that case the number of available
combinations will be 32 × 32 × 32 = 32768. The number of word-forms which cover this kind
of available combinations in the Azerbaijani language is more than 11000. Sounding such a
big number of word-forms by different announcers and using them as patterns deals with many
difficulties.
While creating the majority of patterns we have used another approach. The essence of
this approach is that recognition percentage of some phonemes in the Azerbaijani language is
high enough; in other words, only a few allophones are necessary to identify such phonemes.
Therefore, at first, allophones are defined by using letters pairwise, then recognition of the
speech is tested by using these allophones. The allophones in threes for phonemes recognized
by low percentage are added to patterns database. In this way recognition percentage of poorly
recognized phonemes could be improved. This process has been described below.
The Azerbaijani language has 32 letters so the number of such combinations is 1024. Further
more, for checking the possibility of every combination, the frequency of every combination
is defined by using the above mentioned text corpus and the received results are included in
database. Combinations zj, k, pj, fj, z, jx, js, j, gf, g are not specified at all. Further combinations
whose frequencies are less then 0.00001 have been excluded from the database too. All such
combinations are indicated in the Table 3 (in the second column of this table are indicated
the number of occurrences of the corresponding combination in the first column, frequency
=occurrence/12000000).
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Allophones which have the frequency less than 0.00001Table 3

Thus, number of remaining combinations is: 1024-122=902.
The remaining combinations of letters are used to form the allophone set of the recognition
system for the Azerbaijani language. For this purpose, at first, by analyzing of the text corpus of
the Azerbaijani active word-forms, the set of word-forms which cover all the letter combinations
(from the Table 2) is defined. Cardinality (number of elements of a set: in this case number of
word-forms) of this set is 692.
In the Table 4 are indicated some of these word-forms (the 1st column) and the combinations
which are cut from these word-forms (the 2nd column).
Just these word-forms are used to define the allophone set. These word-forms were voiced by
the speakers and the received wave files are used for the definition of the allophones (Sampling
rate is 11025 hz). Using the Table 4 the allophones are cut from the appropriate wave files of the
word-forms and the allophone (right-allophone - for example, from the pair of ab is cut allophone
b) set is formed on the basis of this cut sounds. For this reason the special computer program
is developed. With the aim of the program we cut all wave files of the chosen word-forms into
the allophones.
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Word-forms for forming the set of allophones Table 4

Further, for every allophone the feature vector is calculated. The overall output of this process
is a cepstral feature vector containing a subset of the cepstral coefficients [14],[21].
For checking the quality of the set of patterns, all the word from which these patterns are
cut have been recognized by using this patterns. The results of this recognition process have
indicated in the Table 5.
Recognition accuracy of the word-forms Table 5

The recognition accuracy of the every phoneme is indicated in the Table 6.
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Recognition accuracy of phonemes Table 6

For the phonemes which have the recognition accuracy less than 90%, are defined the leftallophones and all such allophones of these phonemes are added to the recognition units set. In
this case we get the following results indicated in the Table 7 and Table 8.
Recognition accuracy of the word-forms Table 7
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Recognition accuracy of phonemes Table 8

Thus quality of recognition has been considerably improved. On the results of this research it
is possible to say that the set of recognition units for the recognition of the Azerbaijani speech
consists of about 1500 allophones (about 47 allophones per letter). The number of allophones
for every phoneme could be reduced by replacing the feature vectors of group of phonemes with
the feature vector of their centre by clustering allophone using decision tree.
5. Conclusion
As the Azerbaijani language is one of low density languages, such researches are not carried
out for this language at all. Our research yields possibility to define the phoneme structure of the
Azerbaijani more exactly than the theoretical researches carried out in 70s years of the previous
centre. At present moment, the researches are carried out on the development of Azerbaijani
speech recognition system and the set of allophones is used for the building of the acoustic model
of the Azerbaijani language.
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